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A  B  C  Ch

as in Andy, Ann  as in bob, Betsy  There is no C in ancient Egyptian.
Use ↑ "y" for Cecil  Use ← "x" for Claire
as in Chuck, Charlene

D  E  F  G  H  I

as in David, Debbie  as in Eric, Emily  as in Frank, Fran  as in Gary, Gretchen  as in Henry, Helen  as in Isaac, Isabel

J  K  L  M  N  O

as in Jerry, Julie  as in Kevin, Kathryn  as in Larry, Lisa  as in Martin, Mary  as in Nick, Nancy  as in Oscar, Olivia

P  Q  R  S  T  U

as in Peter, Patty  as in Quentin, Quinella  as in Rick, Rebecca  as in Sam, Susan  as in Tim, Teresa

V  W  X  Y  Z

as in Victor, Vanessa

There is no X in ancient Egyptian.
Use ← "x" - "x" for Xavier, Xenobia
as in Yorick, Yolanda

Can you write your name in hieroglyphs? Find the letters that make up your name and trace around inside the stencil. Color them in!